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In his paper [Ann. of’ Math. 96 (1972)] Schmidt applied his results on the 
n-dimensional Roth theorem to study the n-dimensional Thue equation f(xI ,..., 
x,) = c, and he proved, whenfis of norm type, a necessary and sufficient criterion 
for the Thue equation to have only finitely many solutions. Here we shall study 
equations f(xl ,..., x,) = p:l ... p;t and prove the p-adic analog of Schmidt’s 
theorems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 01~ ,..., 01, be elements of a number field K. Suppose p1 ,..., pt are t prime 
numbers and write R = { p1 ,..., pJ. Let ZR be the ring of rationals, whose 
denominators are only divisible by primes of R. For points x = (x, ,..., x,) E ZRn 
write s(3) = %(cy,x, + ... + ac,x,), where ‘$I denotes the norm from K to Q. 
For any c E Q we are interested in the solutions x E ZRn of the diophantine 
equation 
I ‘w)/ * l-I I WaT = c, (1.1) 
7=1 
where for a E Q / a I7 means the p7 value of a. Applying the method of 
Schmidt [4], we shall derive criteria for (1.1) to have only finitely many 
solutions. 
The set of points ollxl + ... + 01,x, with xi E ZR (1 ,( i < n) is a 
Z,-module $93 in K. Instead of studying (1.1) we may therefore investigate 
the solutions p E ‘9JI of the equation 
I WP)I . fr I WP)IT = c. (1.2) 
T=l 
Let Om be the ring of numbers K E K with K%X C !UI. Let S be the set 
of primes of K consisting of all inequivalent extensions of the Archimedean 
prime of Q, which will be denoted by p,, , and all inequivalent extensions 
of the primes of R. Write 69’ for the group of S units of K, which 
consists by definition of all 7) E K with JJz=, / %(q)lr = 1. (For more 
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brevity the Archimedean value is denoted by I j0 .) Let further be (Erms = 
WnOgR. For any solution p E %R of (1.2) we have @ms C %R, which 
implies that any element of $.E& is a solution of (1.2) in 1uz. We call $Es.$ 
a family of solutions of (1.2). Let M be a subfield of K and !DP be the sub- 
module of ‘9.X consisting of all p E ‘9X such that for every h E M there exists 
z E Z, z # 0 with Z&L E 9.X Let OmM be the ring of coefficients of !lRM in M. 
Write MEs for the group of elements 77 E M with nf=,, 1 %($I7 = I and 
MC&$ = M&S n OWM, where % means the norm from K to Q. If TV E 9XM 
is a solution of (1.2), then every p’ E p”&$ is also a solution of (1.2). Call 
p Mu& an (%R, M) family of solutions of (1.2), and call further an (‘xl, M) 
family maximal, if it is not properly contained in an (‘9X, P) family, where P 
runs through the subfields of K. 
THEOREM 1.1. For any c E Q the diophantine equation (1.2) has onZy 
finitely many maximal (!JJl, M) families of solutions. 
The following theorem is equivalent to Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. The solutions of (1.2) are contained in finitely many 
(‘9.X, M) families of solutions. 
The set of points alxl + ... + 01,x, with xi E Z is a Z-module ‘9JY in K. 
We call an element p E 98’ primitive for S if there is no p’ E !V? with 
p = T/J’, where 7 is an S unit with / ‘%(r))l, f 1. With the notation of 
Schmidt [4] we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.1. Suppose the module YX is nondegenerate, then the 
diophantine equation 
%(p) = p:’ .-pi” (1.3) 
has only finitely many solutions p, z1 ,..., zt with TV E 1131’ primitive for S and 
(zl )...) zt) E P. 
These results were proved in the Archimedean case by Schmidt [4]. The 
case n = 2 was treated by Mahler [l]. 
2. OUTLINE OF THE PROOFS 
The method of proof is that of Schmidt. We first prove Theorem 1.2; 
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 are obtained as simple applications. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 proceeds by induction on the rank of ‘B. We 
may assume without loss of generality c # 0. Suppose first rank ‘9JI = 1. 
If (1.2) has a solution p, then the set of solutions is exactly the (‘92, Q) family 
(xp / x E ZR , nf=, 1 x I7 = I}. Now suppose rank fm = m > 1, and assume 
that the theorem is already proved for modules of rank less than m. 
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It is clear that if p E 9.X is a solution of (1.2), then there is an integer b, 
which is only divisible by primes of R, such that bp is also a solution of (1.2) 
and bp E w’. Therefore, for the remainder of this paper we shall suppose, 
without mentioning it again, that any solution p under consideration lies 
in ‘9X. Using the p-adic subspace theorem [2, Theorem 2.11 the solutions of 
(1.2) may be divided into two classes.The first ciass contains all solutions lying 
in some finitely many submodules of %I of rank less than m. For this class 
the induction hypothesis applies. The second class contains all solutions 
which are not in the first class. The main difficulty arises from this type of 
solutions. In order to manage the second class we first construct a subfield 
L C K with the properties !NL = ‘91 and L 1 P, for any subfield P C K with 
!$Ip = ‘9.X. By the equality WL = %I every solution of (1.2) lies in an (‘9X, L) 
family. Using the fact that O& is a &order in L if mL # {0}, we may apply 
Dirichlet’s units theorem. By this we obtain from an inequality which 
characterizes the solutions of the second class, the following result: In 
every (9X, L) family of the second type there is a solution, which has uniformly 
bounded height. Since there are only finitely many elements in ‘9X with this 
property, the assertion of Theorem 1.2 then follows. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FIELD L 
Since this construction is in principle the same as that of [4, pp. 538-5411, 
we shall only briefly indicate the main steps of [4] with the necessary supple- 
mentary notation. 
Write Q, for the completion of Q with respect to the p,-adic valuation 
(0 < T < t) and Qp, for the completion of the algebraic closure of Q, . 
Suppose K has degree k over Q. Then for every T with 0 < T < t there are k 
isomorphic embeddings of K into 6J, . For an element K E K write ~(~5~) 
(1 < i < k, 0 < T < t) for the images of K under these embeddings. 
Suppose the module ‘$31 C K has rank m. Then the elements p E !lJY corre- 
spond to the values of a linear form M(r) = pLL1x, + ... + pLmx,, where 
p1 ,..., pnl is a basis of 9JI and x = (x1 ,..., xnJ E Z”. By the different 
embeddings of K into the fields Q, we obtain t + 1 systems of, respectively, 
k linear forms M(ll~)(x),..., M(“sT)(x) (0 < 7 < t) with algebraic coefficients 
inQ,, where M(i*T)(x) = &“x, + ..* + &*7)x, . Put R, = ((1, T),..., (k, T)} 
and let S, be any subset of R, (0 < 7 < t). We shall write c(S,) for the 
cardinality of S, and r(S,) for the rank of the set of forms M(i*T) with (i, T)E S,. 
We now put 
Suppose w  is a primitive element of K over Q and write w(l),.... web’) for the 
conjugates of w  in an algebraicly closed field. Then an element y of the 
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Galois group of K* = Q(w(l),..., ~(~1) induces a permutation v of (1,2,..., k) 
and hence by the map h, with h,(o@)) = w(**+), which identifies the k iso- 
morphic images of K in an algebraic closure with subfiedls of a, , a permu- 
tation IJJ of R, . The map h, induces a bijection between {1,2,..., k} and R, , 
which we also shall denote by h, . Since for any subset S, of R, c(pS’,) = c(S,) 
and r($J = r(S,), we have q(S,) = q(+,). 
LEMMA 3.1 (Schmidt [4]). Let q0 be the minimum value of q(S,) for all T 
(0 < T < t) and all subsets S, C R, . Then 
q,, = m/k. 
Moreover there are integers I, s with 1 . s = k and a subset T of {1,2,..., k} 
with c(T) = s and elements y1 ,,.., yl of G such that for every r (0 < T < t) 
R, is the disjoint union of the sets 
h, 0 dT),..., h, 0 YJU), (3.1) 
and a set S, C R, has q(S,) = q0 @-and only ifit is the union of some of the sets 
in (3.1). 
Using this lemma we obtain in exactly the same way as in [4, p. 5401 a 
subfield L C K of degree I over the rationals: 
Let T = (tl ,..., tJ be the set of Lemma 3.1 and GL the subgroup of G 
with v(T) = T for every q~ E GL . Let L be the fixed field of GL . Since GL has 
index I in G and vlGL ,..., 4pIGL are the cosets of GL in G, the conjugates of 
an element h E L over Q are @&,..., am, whereas the conjugates of an 
element K E K over Q are IJQ(K(~)) with 1 < i < I and j E T, and the conjugates 
of K E K over L are K(j) with j E T. In the following we shall write more 
briefly (after the embedding in GJ for 0 < 7 < t 
p.71 = h, 0 y&V (1 <i<l) for h E L, 
(3.2) 
K[i.ATl zzz h, 0 vi(Ktt’)) (1 <i,Cl,l <j<s) for K E K. 
The following property of the subfield L will be important for the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Schmidt [4]). A subfield P of K has Yelp = 1132 if and only if 
P c L. 
4. A LEMMA ON LINEAR INEQUALITIES 
In this section we quote a modified version of [3, Lemma 4.11 and 
[4, Lemma 81. Since the proof goes by a straightforward generalization, 
we shall omit it here. 
6411913-7 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let a,, ,..., a,,,,, ,..., a,, ,..., arnt be positive reals and a, b, ,..., bt 
reaIswitha+m~~_,b,>O.ForO<~<tandl <r<mput 
and 
.L(r) = (4, + .. . + a,Jr 
K(r) = i (alo + . . . $ urn,,) b, - a + m i b, 
> 
*f,(r). 
0=0 0=0 
Write fi = max,,, f,(r) and HI = zf=, (a,, + .a* + a& b, - (a + m 
C$, b7) fi . Then the minimum of 
WY,, ,..., ymo ,..., ~1, >..., ~nzt) 
= aloh + a.. + umoymo + ..* + altylt + ..* + amtymt 
in the set of points 
and 
is HI . 
YlO + -.. + Ymo + a*. +ylt + ... +.h +a = 0 
(4.1) 
Y17 L < .-*<ymr<b7 (O<T<~) 
Further, for every r with 0 < r 9 t let r17 < rtr < **a < r,,, be the values 
of r with f7(r) = fi . Iff or some r we have g, < n, denote the maximum of 
f7(r) for 0 < r < t and r distinct from r,, ,..., rg,, , respectively, by fi. Put 
Hz = Ci=, (aI7 + ... + a,3 b, - (a + m &=, b,)fi . Then for every 
(YlO ,...Y ymo ,..., YU ,..., ymt> = r) with (4.1) 
H(q) - HI > a + m i (Hz - HI) 
7=0 
x i ((YT177 - YlJ + (Yr,,, - Yrlr+lJ 
7=0 
+ ... + (YTg,TT - Y~~~+,~+~,J + (b, - Y~~,~+A (4.2) 
is valid, where we put ynz+l,7 = b, . 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF THE SOLUTIONS OF (1.2) 
By the different embeddings of K into aii, (0 < T < t) Eq. (1.2) may be 
written as 
(5.1) 
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For K E K we shall write 
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IT I  = I-Il~{l K’l”) I,..., [ K’k*o) I}. 
with the notation of formula (3.2) we have 
(5.2) 
LEMMA 5.1. For any E > 0 there arejnitely many submodules ‘9J& ,..., ‘9JIh 
of +Y.N, each of rank less than m, such that every solution p E %I lies in one of 
these submodules or satisjies for every T (0 < r < t) the inequalities 
j p[i.h.~l IT < G 1~ / p[iJ.Tl IT (1 < i < 1, 1 < h,j < s). (5.3) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may restrict ourselves to solutions 
p E ‘9.X with 
IP ‘1.7’ IT < . . . < I p’k:“’ IT for every 7 (0 < 7 < t). (5.4) 
On the other hand we may understand pL((sT) as a value of a linear form 
APT@) with x = (x1 ,..., x,J E P. Since rank !IJJ = m, we have for every r 
(0 < T < t) rank{AP*),..., M’k,T)} = m. Changing the notation, (5.1) and 
(5.4) may be written as 
$ fi I M(Z’-7)(~)IT = c 
and for every 7 (0 < T < t) 
with x E iz” (5.5) 
/ M’lJ’(X)I, < ... ,< j A!PJ’(X)I, . (5.6) 
For 0 < T < t write ioT = 0. Let iIT be the largest integer, such that the 
forms Mu-T),..., APATHY) have rank 1, iz, the largest integer such that 
hPT),..., AP27sT) have rank 2, and so on. In this way we obtain for every 7 
(0 < 7 < t) integers 0 = io7 < il, < .. < imT = k. By (5.6) and the 
definition of ij7 this leads us to 
/ &f(ij~*T)(x)l < 1 M(ij--1,7+l,T) 7 (GlT (0 < T  \< t, I <j d m). (5.7) 
For x = (x1 ,..., x,,J E Z” we shall write x jl = maxi/ x1 Iz ,..., I X, I,}. There 
will be no confusion if for 7 = 0 we occasionally omit the subscript. By 
(5.7) for any 6 > 0 all but finitely many x E P with (5.6) satisfy 
(a’ ,T) / M jr (3) 73 \ 1 1-6 < / ~(~j-l,lfl.~) (x.1, < I &ii-1,r+-) (a, 
< **. < 1 kPjqx)I, . (5.8) 
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Later on we shall specify 6 more precisely. For all but finitely many s E Z” 
we have the trivial estimates 
/ M(i~o*o)(x)lo = / M(k*o)(X)IO < I x /l+6, 
/ kP~~qx)17 = / fldkJ)(X)Ir < / x 16 (1 < 7 < t), 
and 
1 < I If I e I Mai ; 
and for all but finitely many solutions x E Zm of (5.5) we have 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Since by the construction of the numbers ijT the forms MoT), M(i17+1*7),..., 
Mum-l.~+l*~) are for every T (0 < T < t), respectively, m linearly independent 
forms, [4, Theorem 2.11 implies: There are finitely many rational subspaces 
T 1 ,***1 Th of dimension less than m such that any x E Z” satisfies 
(5.12) 
or lies in one of Tl ,..., Th . Points x E Z”, which are solutions of (5.5) and 
lie in some Ti , lead us to solutions p E ‘%I of (5.1), which are in one of finitely 
many submodules W, ,..., !tQ of ‘&II with rank less than m. We shall call a 
solution of this type a solution of the first class !& = Z,(S). The second class 
gz = !&(8) will contain by definition exactly all solutions p E ‘%I outside of 
the first class. In the sequel we shall study & . Then to any p E !& corresponds 
some x E Z” with (5.6) (5.8)-(5.12). (The class !& may be supposed to be 
defined in such a way, that also the finitely many exceptional poinst x 
occurring in (5.8)-(5.11) lead us to solutions p E !G, .) 
We define reals cl0 = c,,(x) ,..., cm0 = c,,(x) ,..., clt = c,,(x) ,..., c,~ = c,,(x) 
by 
I ~(w)(X)17 = 1 s jCjT (I <j<m,O<7<t). 
Our first aim is to subdivide the sets {c,, ,..., cm=) into certain subsets, such 
that any two cir , cj, belonging to the same subset do not differ very much in 
absolute value. By (5.6) and (5.9) 
and 
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by (5.6) and (5.12). Equations (5.8) and (5.11) imply 
ilOCl0 + (~20 - 4,) c20 + *** + (&no - k-1.3 Gno + . . . (5.15) 
+ 4tc1t + G2t - id C2t + ... + (knt - &f+1.t) Grit < w + 116. 
To obtain a lower bound for the left-hand side of (5.15) we may apply 
Lemma4.1witha=6,bo= 1 +&b,=6(1 <7 <t)andaji=ij7-ij-r,7 
(1 < j < m, 0 < V- < t). We have h(r) = &Jr (0 < 7 < t, 1 < r B m). 
Put 
ST, = ((1, T),..., &r > 41; (5.16) 
then with the notation of Section 3 we have q(S,,) = 1 /fr(r) and by Lemma 3.1 
L(r) < klm for every T, r with 0 < T < t, 1 < r d m. (5.17) 
Combining this with Lemma 4.1 and (5.15) we shall obtain the precise value 
of fi and hence also the lower estimate for (5.15): By Lemma 4.1 in the set 
of points (c,, ,..., c,, ,..., cIt ,..., c,J with (5.13) and (5.14) we have HI = 
k(1 + (t + 1)s) - (6 + m(l + (t + l)S))fi. Hence (5.15) implies 
j&(1 + 20 + 1)@ 3 fit8 + mtl + (t + 1)6)) 2 k. (5.18) 
Now choose 6 > 0 so small that 
then by (5.18) 
6 < 1/2(t + I)km, (5.19) 
.fi 3 ; * (1 + 2(t + 1) S)-1 > $ (1 - 2(t + 1) 6) > ; - f . 
Since the rational number fi has denominator at most m, we obtain fi > k/m 
and by (5.17) 
fi = klm and HI = --Sk/m. (5.20) 
Let (7, rA.-, (r, rgTT) with 1 d rl+ < rzr < ... < r,,, < m be the set of 
tuples (T, r) withy,(r) = fi (sincef,(m) = k/m we have for every T (0 < T < t) 
= m), and suppose there is T  (0 ,< T  < t) with g, < m. Then (with the 
ZGiation of Lemma 4.1) f2 is defined and satisfies f2 < fi - (l/mz). 
Equations (5.15) and (5.20) lead to H(clo ,..., c,, ,..., clt ,..., c,,J = HI < 
2k(t + I)& Using (4.2) we may conclude (with r,, = 0) 
G,-~,~+~.J G 2k(t + 1) Xf, - .W < 2Wt + 1) m2& 
(5.21) 
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If for every T with 0 < T < t we have g, = m, then the sum on the left-hand 
side of (5.21) vanishes, which means that (5.21) remains true. Now suppose 
that S has been chosen so small, that in addition to (5.19) it satisfies 
6 < E/(6km2(t + 1)). Then by (5.21) 
/ Chr - cj, j < E/3 for every -r and every pair h, j with 0 < r < t 
and re-l,T + 1 < kj < reT (1 < e < gs). (5.22) 
By the definition of the numbers cj, , (5.22) means that for every T and every e 
(1 < e < g7) we have 
1 @h,‘)(~)l < / x /r/3 / Mcij.“(x)l 
9 T  
for every h, j with r,-1,7 + 1 < h, ,j < rpT . 
Combination with (5.8) (5.10) yields for each pair (T, e) with 0 < 7 < I, 
1 Gee& 
for every u, v with i,.+-1,7+1,7 < u, 2~ < i,e,7 . (5.23) 
For a set STITT defined by (5.16) with (1 < e < g7) we have by definition of 
the numbers r,, the equality q(Sre7,) = IIfT(rPT) = m/k, and this is the 
minimum value of the function q(&,). Hence by Lemma 3.1 there is a subset T 
of (1, 2,..., k} such that each set S,,,, is the disjoint union of some of the sets 
in (3.1). Now put for 0 < 7 < t 
VI, = SIT2 3 v*, = ST2+7’\Sr17T ‘...2 vg77 = STY7TT\STg7-1,71 . 
Then for every 7 (0 < 7 < t) each of the sets VP, (1 < e < g7) may also 
be written as the disjoint union of some of the sets in (3.1). On the other hand 
(5.23) may be changed into the following: For each pair (T, e) with 0 < T  < t, 
1 < e < g, we have with p = M(s) 
- 
I/J (“J) IT < 1 I* /E 1 p(U.7) IT if (24, T), (V. T)  E v,, . (5.24) 
But then (5.24) is true a fortiori if (u, T) and (v, T) lie simultaneously in one of 
the sets of (3.1). By the notation of (3.2) this implies the desired character- 
ization of the solutions of the second class as it is formulated in (5.3), and 
Lemma 5.1 is proved. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is now finished as follows: We apply Lemma 5.1 
with E = 1/2(t + 1). Let us first discuss the solutions of the first class. They 
all lie in finitely many submodules 9X, ,..., !I& of rank less than m. Hence 
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by the induction hypothesis there are finitely many (Y.X, , P) families of 
solutions containing all solutions of the first class, where P runs through the 
subfields of K. Since for any subfield P C K and any submodule ‘B* of %R 
an (‘%JI*, P) family of solutions is contained in the union of finitely many 
(2X, P) families (cf. Schmidt [4, p. 535]), we obtain finitely many families 
of solutions 
pf%%$&..., @Ews (6.1) 
containing the solutions of the first class. 
Let L be the subfield of K which was constructed in Section 3. Since 
mL = 9JI every solution of (I .2) is contained in an (‘%I, L) family of solutions. 
As was pointed out in [4, p. 5451 we may suppose without loss of generality 
that any (%Q, L) family of solutions which contains a solution of the second 
class is disjoint from the families (6.1), and hence may be supposed to consist 
only of solutions of the second class. The proof of Theorem 1.2 will be 
achieved by the following. 
LEMMA 6.1. There are only finitely many (‘3X, L) families of solutions of 
(1.2) which are disjoint from the families (6.1). 
Proof. We shall show that any (!IJI, L) family of solutions being disjoint 
from the families (6.1) contains an element p = x,~., + .*- + x,y, , where 
pI ,..., pLm is a basis of %I, (x1 ,..., xm) E Em, with 
lrui < 1, (6.2) 
where lTlT = max{l pL(lsr) I7 ,..., 1 pck*‘) IT} and the constant in (6.2) depends 
only on K, sill and the rational number c of the right-hand side of (1.2). 
As was pointed out in Section 3, the elements q+ ,..., qz of the Galois group 
G = G(K*/Q) are the different isomorphisms of L into an algebraic closure. 
We shall use the notation of (3.2). Hence the conjugates of an element h E L 
over Q in 0, are P.71 (0 < 7 < t, 1 < i < I). We now put for a solution p 
of (1.2) 
h[i*T] = P [i.l.T] . p’2.‘] . . . p&T] 9 (6.3) 
and denote by ‘BL the norm from L to Q. We then have 
Since OmL is a &-order in L, the group LCZa$, as defined in Section 1, has 
finite index in the group (ELLS of S units of L. Naturally the same is also true 
for the group (L@s$)s containing all elements vs with 7 E -%$. Hence by 
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Dirichlet’s theorem for the S units of L there is for any h E L an element 
r] E %?# such that for each i (1 < i < I) 
(6.4) 
Now let p be a solution of (1.2) outside of the families (6.1). Then for each i 
(1 < i < 2) (5.3) leads to 
~(qp)[i~f~T1 IT -g I$\; * l(+p /j’Y for j = l,..., s. 
Combination of (6.4) and (6.5) yields, since E = 1/2(t + l), 
(6.5) 
Clearly if 77~ = pT * TV’ with p’ E ‘W for some T (0 < T < t), then also p’ 
is a solution of (1.2) and formula (6.4) remains plainly true with qSh replaced 
by q8Qr8. By a remark of the beginning of this section, (6.5) is also satisfied 
with $ instead of qp and hence also (6.6). Therefore we may suppose 
/.d = /&1x1 + ..* + p,x, with (xl ,..., x3 E h* and ( p7, x1 ,..., xm) = 1 for 
each 7 (1 < 7 < t). 
Using this fact we get 17 I,. > 1 for each T with 1 < T < t. But then (6.6) 
implies 
I~l(o1/2<1. 67) 
Since there are only finitely many $ E 9JI’ with (6.7), Lemma 6.1 follows. 
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 may be deduced from Theorem 1.2, in the 
same way as in [4] the corresponding results are achieved. 
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